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Just as hola and bonjour express "hello" in different ways, fractions, decimals, and percents
describe the same quantities in different ways. While it may sound simple, this basic math
concept often baffles children. The straightforward text and photographic examples from
everyday life in PIECE=PART=PORTION are a terrific boon to elementary school math students
everywhere.

From School Library JournalGrade 3-6-This book details the discovery, excavation, and study of
the mummified remains of a prehistoric man found in the mountains on the border between
Austria and Italy. The text is enriched with full-color photographs of the mummy and with black-
and-white and full-color illustrations that show how the man probably looked and lived more than
5,000 years ago. Side boxes add extra information, explaining how the body was preserved until
a combination of the right weather conditions and luck permitted it to be found; how the remains
were carbon dated; and how scientists established the man's age at time of death. Lessem
speculates about the Iceman's motives, feelings, trading abilities, and about the events that led
to his untimely-but for archeologists, fortuitous-demise. A welcome addition.Jeanette Larson,
Texas State Library, AustinCopyright 1994 Reed Business Information, Inc.From BooklistGr. 4-7.
You won't have any trouble selling this one--not when kids see the picture of the mummified
head on the front cover. This fascinating book brings recent headlines to the middle grades as it
tells the story of a 5,300-year-old man found frozen with his clothes, tools, and weapons in an
Alpine glacier. Lessem begins with the day in 1991 when two hikers find a hairless figure they
assume is an abandoned doll--until they notice the hole in the back of its skull. The discovery
initiates an excavation and investigation that has resulted in unprecedented knowledge of life in
Copper-Age Europe. The text, written in a lively style, describes the mummy and his
possessions in great detail, as well as the scientific methods used to gather information. The
artwork is a combination of photographs and crisp, full-color illustrations. Although the drawings
do not have the same power as the photos, they give readers a good idea of what the man
looked like and wore. There is even a startling full-page close-up of the man's head, a model
made using measurements and X rays of the skull. The oversize format is attractive and cleanly
designed, making this appealing to browsers and students alike. Ilene CooperReview"A
welcome addition."--School Library Journal.From the Inside FlapIllus. with full-color photos and
diagrams. Science writer Don Lessem recounts the discovery, excavation, and study of the
mummified body of a 5,000-year-old man, discovered by a couple hiking near the border
between Austria and Italy. By studying the Iceman's clothes, equipment, and even some of his
food, scientists were able to piece together an unprecedented picture of prehistoric life. Full-
color photographs show the well-preserved mummy, and specially commissioned artwork



reconstructs his appearance.From the Back Cover"A welcome addition."--School Library
Journal.Read more
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Kagome, “very nice and clean. Book came on time, very nice and clean, no bends. It has lots of
good visuals for teaching kids the relation between fractions , decimals and percents.”

Alan S. Nissenbaum, “Outstanding VISUAL teaching tool. I continually use this pictorial book to
help familiarize students with fractions. The graphic representations and supportive numerical
information (expressed as fraction, decimal, & percentage,) on the reverse of each graphic are
very valuable. Extremely useful and USER-FRIENDLY teaching tool! Many thanks.”

William Barlow, “The kids love it!. Great for math in my classroom!”

fun, “Five Stars. As described -- fast shipping -- thank you!!”

KK, “Amazing. This book has helped me in my classroom. The kids understand it more, because
it deals with real, everyday things they are aware of.”

Dragonflies & Autumn Leaves, “Visual Teaching Tool. Has pictures of "fractions" that kids are
familiar with, such as 1/2 of a pair of shoes, 1/7 of a week, 1/3 of a traffic light.It is laid out with
the picture on the right hand page, and on the left hand page nice and big, the fraction on top
(1/6), the words in the middle (of a six-pack), and on the bottom both the decimal (.166) and the
percent (16.6%)So here comes my question about this book... wouldn't you round the
repeating .166666 up to .167 or put a line over the 6 to show it's repeating ? (I'm no math
authority, but that's the way I understand it.) That's o.k., my son has fun finding "mistakes" and
figuring out what it "should be," which is a teaching opportunity in itself.I found this book more
useful as reinforcement and review once I had already introduced my son to fractions, percents
and decimals, and their relationship to each other. Otherwise, a kid may see the logical
connection to 3/4 of a sandwich and the fraction, but be confused by the decimals and
percents. Of course, that can be an opportunity to explain how they are related. :) But the
explaining will be up to you... that's not covered in this book. It's more of a visual-aid teaching
tool. I was a bit disappointed when I first got it at how simple it was, but It really is handy to have
something like this to use.”

Jane Jones, “Piece = Part + Portion. Piece = Part = Portion gives students a visual teaching tool
to learn about fractions = decimals = percents using everyday examples that they are familiar
with in their lives. For example the traffic lights that they only see on light up at a time for 1/3
or .33 or 33% gives them a new way to relate math to a useful way to think about new concepts.
This helps by using the familiar to teach a new concept and make it easy to remember and use
in the future. This book is great for the age range it is targeted age and grade levels, where
decimals, percents and fractions are taught. I used it often with my 5th grade classes the two



years I taught these grades and they helped many of the children in those classes to see new
relationships in math and be able to use them to solve problems. This is a math teaching tool
that I have owned and used in the classroom for a few years now with great success.”

The book by Ginny Dye has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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